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There are many reasons that we celebrate milestones. Whether personal or professional, these waypoints not only mark the accomplishments of the past, they also serve as valuable indicators as to where our next steps might lie. Each year’s annual report serves this vital purpose: celebrating the past year’s shared successes while giving us scope to look forward into the next year – and beyond.

The 2023-24 financial year was illuminated by numerous highlights, and I am very pleased to be able to share them on behalf of Indspire’s Board of Directors. Once again, Indspire broke previous records with nearly $30.1 million in funding being disbursed to over 8,300 Indigenous learners: a trend which indicates that levels of support and financial needs continue to grow concurrently.

One of the most notable moments was the 30th Anniversary of the Indspire Awards, celebrated with a special reception for Laureates from all years followed by a gala dinner in May 2023 in Edmonton, AB, to honour the 2023 Laureates. Both gatherings emphasized the significant generational impact of the Awards. Over 1,000 guests gathered on May 11, 2023, to honour the 2023 Award recipients as well as Laureates from the previous thirty years, with a special presentation honouring the Laureates who had passed away. It was simultaneously a celebration of past achievements, an inception point for the future of the Awards, and a family reunion.

Another notable highlight was the very first in-person Soaring: Indigenous Youth Empowerment Gathering since 2020. The enthusiasm was palpable as over 900 Indigenous high school students and their educators assembled in Edmonton, AB, for an action-packed two days which were full of quality content, engaging entertainment, and numerous opportunities for the students to contemplate their own milestones and future paths.
Educators from across Turtle Island showed us that there is still a fierce appetite for community collaboration – and a forum in which to facilitate that collaboration – by making the 2023 National Gathering for Indigenous Education extremely successful. From November 15-17, 2023, over 800 educators from across Turtle Island gathered in Montréal, QC, to discuss best practices and strategies for Indigenizing education and supporting Indigenous students. With 361 participants joining virtually, we were able to continue our practice of reaching as many educators as possible while facilitating meaningful discussions about the future of Indigenous education.

As we turn from the milestones of this past year and begin looking to the path ahead, I would like to acknowledge that this year’s numerous successes would not have been possible without the generous support of Indigenous leadership, multiple levels of government, sponsors, educators, and individual donors from across Canada who are helping us to create this environment of success for Indigenous students and their communities. We are grateful for your ongoing support and for the many ways in which you help us achieve our important goals – and, in doing so, help First Nations, Inuit, and Métis students achieve theirs.

Chi-miigwech,

Donald E. Worme, K.C., I.P.C.
Chair, Board of Directors
A Message from our President & CEO

I am honoured to share with you the highlights of an extraordinary year, where we celebrate the resilience, achievements, and unwavering spirit of Indigenous students, educators, and communities across Canada, who are at the heart of everything we do at Indspire.

This year has been one of profound impact. Through the dedication of our team, the generosity of our donors, and the strength of our partnerships, we have continued to make significant strides towards our goal of empowering Indigenous students and educators, celebrating Indigenous achievement, and creating positive change through Indigenous education.

We have witnessed remarkable achievements this year, from the record-breaking increase in bursaries and scholarships awarded to Indigenous students through the Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries & Scholarships (BBF) program to the first in-person Soaring: Indigenous Youth Empowerment Gathering since March 2020 to the significant expansion of our Rivers to Success Indigenous Student Mentorship (R2S) program. Each of these landmarks is a testament to the collective effort of our community and the belief in the transformative power of education.

Another significant moment was the 30th anniversary of the Indspire Awards in May 2023. It was simultaneously a celebration of Indigenous excellence, a reunion of multiple generations of Indspire Laureates, and a public acknowledgment that Indigenous achievement is an integral part of the country’s past and future.

Indspire’s work is driven by the understanding that education is a key factor in addressing the social and economic disparities faced by Indigenous Peoples. It is also a vital pathway to reconciliation, offering
opportunities for sharing knowledge, cultures, and traditions between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada. As we look back on this outstanding year, we are reminded of the importance of our mission and the positive impact we can achieve together.

I want to express my deepest gratitude to everyone who has supported Indspire this year. To our donors, partners, and volunteers: your generosity and commitment have been the cornerstone of our success. To the educators and mentors who support us: your dedication to fostering environments of learning and growth is truly inspiring. And to all of the First Nations, Inuit, and Métis students: your determination, resilience, and achievements fuel our passion and drive our work forward. You are not only the leaders of tomorrow; you are the leaders of today, making significant contributions to your communities and to Canada.

Together, we are not just changing individual lives; we are transforming the future of our country, one student at a time. I invite you to celebrate this notable year with us- and to continue working with us to inspire and support the next generations of Indigenous leaders. Your involvement is key to our collective success, and together, we are creating a legacy of hope, achievement, and enduring impact.

Warmest regards,

Mike DeGagné
President and CEO, Indspire
Indspire by the Numbers

OUR IMPACT SINCE 1996

$248+ Million
provided to Indigenous students since 1996

75,000+
scholarships, bursaries, and awards provided to Indigenous students since 1996

~89%
of surveyed Building Brighter Futures recipients graduate from their programs

OUR 2023-2024 IMPACT

$30+ Million
disbursed to Indigenous students in the 2023-2024 academic year

8,300+
Indigenous students funded in the 2023-2024 academic year

~88%
of Building Brighter Futures graduates have obtained employment

~72%
of Building Brighter Futures recipients work in fields that impact Indigenous communities
When we asked Indspire staff members to share their thoughts and feelings about what they were most proud of during the 2023-24 fiscal year, the results were illuminating – and inspiring. (Note: “grateful” was spontaneously volunteered by multiple staff members.)

“The best part about my work is connecting with students to share their stories. They are always so honoured and humble, despite the amazing accomplishments so many have achieved.”

“As a resource provider for the Rivers to Success mentorship program at Indspire, I’m continually moved by our students’ potential. It’s a privilege to contribute to their journey, offering tools and guidance to help them navigate towards success.”

“Despite the economic downturn and the increased pressure on individuals and businesses, people continue to support us and, in many ways, go above and beyond by giving multiple times a year, setting up a monthly commitment, or just sharing notes/words of kindness and encouragement for the work Indspire does to support education and reconciliation.”

“I value the work that I do. I feel valued as an employee by my leaders and colleagues. And, I have a deep appreciation for the valuable resources Indspire offers in supporting Indigenous education.”
Indspire’s Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries & Scholarships (BBF) program continued its record-breaking trajectory during the 2023-24 fiscal year. BBF is one of Indspire’s best-known programs, providing First Nations, Inuit, and Métis post-secondary students with the support that they need to reach their educational goals.

The support provided by the BBF program is literally life-changing for the Indigenous learners who receive it. Not only does it enable students to access hundreds of opportunities for post-secondary funding with just one application, it also gives them the opportunity to explore avenues that they might not have known about had they not successfully applied. As one BBF recipient stated:

“I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for the support provided by generous donors. Coming from my reserve, opportunities seemed finite. Further education truly opened doors to opportunities and Indspire assisted throughout, I just couldn’t have done it without them.”

BBF funding doesn’t just have an impact on the students who receive it. Because BBF-funded students are more able to remain connected to and active in their respective communities, their communities also benefit from students who receive this support.
Approximately 89 per cent of surveyed BBF recipients go on to graduate, while 88 per cent then successfully enter the workforce – and approximately 72 per cent of them work in fields that impact Indigenous communities:

“Having worked outside my community and gained further experience, it has set me up to achieve opportunities of growth that I can bring back to my community.”

Here’s a snapshot of the top 10 fields of study of the students Indspire supports:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions and Related Programs</td>
<td>1,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business, Management, Marketing and Related Support Services</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration and Social Service Professions</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area, Ethnic, Cultural, Gender, and Group Studies</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual and Performing Arts</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary/Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Professions and Studies</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Research and Impact Unit took on four key projects in 2023-24. In collaboration with Canadian Heritage, a project called InterGenerational and Reconciliation Stories aimed to provide safe spaces for survivors, families, and communities to share their stories and advance intergenerational healing and reconciliation. This project also supported Canadian Heritage’s goal to commemorate the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation. The Mental Health of Indigenous Students project aimed to critically review the mental health resources tailored for Indigenous students and pinpoint areas of improvement in both research and practical support.

The project Post-Secondary Education and Employment Outcomes included data from our National Education Survey, which is distributed to Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries & Scholarships (BBF) recipients every three years; it is currently in its second distribution phase. Over 7,000 recipients provided feedback as to how Indigenous students can be better supported to succeed throughout their unique educational and vocational journeys. Insights from this project can be found in the report Building Brighter Futures for Indigenous Learners: Insights into the National Education Survey.

The final project, Indigenous Students’ Experiences in Bachelor of Education Programs, examined post-secondary institutions’ approach to implementing Indigenous pedagogies within Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) programs and Indigenous students’ experiences in these programs. The corresponding report A Review of Indigenous Education Models: Bachelor of Education Students captures the
experience of participants who shared their experiences with us.

In addition, a report titled *An Introspective Look into Barriers and Facilitators to Accessing Post-Secondary Indigenous Support* was produced using insightful conversations with students and administrators which examined the factors that impede or facilitate access to post-secondary schooling for Indigenous students. The team also put together a report in collaboration with the Centre for the Study of Living Standards (CSLS), titled *The Contribution of Indigenous People to Future Labour Force Growth in Canada: AN UPDATE* exploring the growth scenarios using Statistics Canada updated census data to better understand the current labour landscape for Indigenous people.

With the great work the team has continued to do, we look forward to going into the new year with two exciting collaborations in sight. We have engaged in a collaboration with the Mental Health Commission of Canada to expand on the Mental Health project which is a critical support area in which we are looking forward to investing more resources. We have also engaged with the Rideau Hall Foundation on an exciting project that will commence in 2024-2025, looking at recruitment barriers experienced by Indigenous post-secondary students during their journeys to becoming educators.
The Rivers to Success Indigenous Mentorship (R2S) program continues to make significant strides in supporting Indigenous high school, post-secondary and career transition students throughout the 2023-2024 fiscal year. The program has continued to provide a comprehensive platform accessible through www.riverstosuccess.ca, offering a range of resources and engaging content. The platform’s design was intentionally crafted to create a welcoming, virtual environment for Indigenous students, reflecting the program’s commitment to student support. Furthermore, the R2S team made significant progress in matching mentors and mentees, enhancing the personalized support available to students. With over 5,000 participants and 1,300 mentor-mentee relationships, they have facilitated meaningful connections and personalized support for educational and career pursuits.

In addition to the platform enhancements, the R2S team developed new content for its library, ensuring new program participants have access to high-quality resources from the start. Valuable partnerships were formed with Action Canada, the Rideau Hall Foundation, New School of Fundraising and MILA to support capacity-building in policymaking, teaching, philanthropy and artificial intelligence for Indigenous peoples.
New this year was the introduction of 250 individual tutoring spots available to Grade 11 and 12 students to help bridge the gap to graduation and increase the ability to apply to post-secondary education. R2S also delivered Tsi Niwakénhes Kanyen’kéha Yakwateyenhstha, a two-week full-time Mohawk Summer Language Program for high school students. The R2S program’s commitment to empowering Indigenous students is further underscored by its focus on mental health and cultural support. Collaborations with organizations such as the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH), Shkaabe Makwa, We Matter, the Mental Health Commission of Canada, Jack.org, and Kids Help Phone have facilitated new virtual safe spaces where students can meet. New mental health resources to complement the ones we already have offer advice on mitigating the stigma of needing support for men, healthy relationships, traditional practices, sport and wellness, and self-advocacy.
Indspire’s 2023 National Gathering for Indigenous Education brought together a vibrant community of 800 in-person and 361 virtual attendees. Once again using a hybrid in-person/virtual approach, this year’s event at the Hotel Bonaventure in Montréal, QC, stood as a beacon of empowerment for Indigenous education and community development, underscoring the resilience, talent, and commitment of Indigenous educators and students across Canada. The gathering was not only a celebration but also a profound learning experience, featuring 37 in-person and 12 online workshops. These sessions spanned a broad spectrum of topics, including cultural preservation, language revitalization, career development, and educational advancement.

A central highlight was the tradeshow, which featured 50 booths. It provided a dynamic platform for entrepreneurs, artists, and organizations to showcase their contributions, connecting with the community and highlighting the entrepreneurial spirit and creativity within Indigenous cultures. This marketplace was not just about transactions; it was a vivid expression of pride, innovation, and potential that resonated deeply with all who attended.

As always, the sold-out Pre-Gathering was extremely popular, featuring the Climbing the Mountain workshop on reconciliation through education.
facilitated by Dr. Niigaan Sinclair. Sponsored by the Rideau Hall Foundation, 100 Indigenous post-secondary students pursuing education studies were also in attendance, enjoying specially-tailored programming and a networking-oriented Student Social.

The main event was guided by MC Greg Horn, a Kanien’kehá:ka journalist and entrepreneur from Kahnawake, who brought his expertise and passion for Indigenous storytelling to the podium. The Gathering featured keynote speakers Dr. Lori Campbell, a proud 2-Spirit member of the Montreal Lake Cree Nation and the 2023 Indspire Laureate for Education, who shared her insights on social justice, education, and Indigenous empowerment, and the duo PIQSIQ, consisting of sisters Tiffany Ayalik and Inuksuk Mackay, who captivated attendees with their haunting Inuit throat singing performance and insights into traditional Inuit education.

The panel discussion, “Indigenous Students’ Experiences in Post-Secondary Settings,” moderated by Greg Horn, provided a platform for Indigenous youth to voice their experiences, challenges, and aspirations within the context of post-secondary education and reconciliation efforts. Indspire Youth Laureate James Lavallée, influencer Shina Nova, and Guiding the Journey Award recipient Marika Schalla shared their personal journeys, offering valuable perspectives on navigating educational spaces as Indigenous students.

Another key moment was the Action Canada Panel on the final day, where former Action Canada Fellows Deanna Matthews and Lisa Beaucage shared their thoughts about the program with moderator Julie Wildgoose, Indspire’s Director of Programs and Student Success. Their words about how its impact helped to shape their future careers as young Indigenous professionals were inspirational, creating a fitting coda to a memorable event.

The 2023 National Gathering was a testament to the power of unity and the impact of sharing knowledge and experiences. The event was a step forward on our journey toward supporting the educational aspirations of Indigenous students and fostering a deeper, more inclusive understanding of Indigenous cultures within Canada.

Operating once again as a hybrid virtual/in-person event, the 2024 National Gathering for Indigenous Education will take place from November 20-22, 2024, in Winnipeg, MB. Find out more and register online at indspire.ca/national-gathering.
November 15, 2023, marked the second Indspire Post-Secondary Leaders Summit, the first time this event was held in person. The focus this year was on Indspire’s Research and Impact Unit’s (RIU) report *An Introspective Look into Barriers and Facilitators to Accessing Post-Secondary Indigenous Support*, which comprised insights from Indigenous students about their education journeys, discussions of best practices with post-secondary leaders, and a review of progress made in implementing TRC (Truth and Reconciliation Commission) recommendations, Indigenization, and Indigenous Achievement Plans.

75 representatives from 46 post-secondary institutes across Canada took part in the Summit. Indspire Laureate Elder Winston Wuttunee opened the event in a good way, Dr. Mike DeGagné delivered the keynote address, and the following presenters spoke to their area of expertise:

**Shawna D’Antimo, Researcher with Indspire’s RIU**, presented the following report and hosted a corresponding Q & A session: *An Introspective Look into Barriers and Facilitators to Accessing Post-Secondary Indigenous Support*.

**Dr. Celeste Pedri-Spade, Associate Provost of Indigenous Initiatives at McGill University**, spoke on “Advancing TRC in Post-Secondary Education: Lessons Learned,” providing critical considerations, strategies, and tools for academic leaders to find relevant and valuable as they aim to advance institutional commitments to truth and reconciliation and Indigenization more broadly. A Q & A session followed the talk.
The Honourable Brian Francis, Chair of the Senate Standing Committee on Indigenous Peoples, used this event as an opportunity to announce the Committee’s release of the *Voices of Youth Indigenous Leaders 2023* report.

Simon Sylliboy, Ph.D. candidate and educator at St. Francis Xavier University, shared insights about his own personal journey and how he navigates the education system as both a student and educator.

Farahnaaz Kanji, Director, Social Impact & Innovation at RBC, presented a session on “Untapped Potential: working together to open doors to opportunity through scholarships” with a corresponding Q & A session.

The facilitated workshops were delivered using technology and zero paper in a sustainable, carbon footprint-reduced fashion.

Attendees received all presentations, reports, and workshop results digitally following the Summit.
The Guiding the Journey: Indigenous Educator Awards are an annual celebration of Indigenous educators who go above and beyond to Indigenize curriculum, create safe spaces and innovative programming for their First Nations, Inuit, and Métis students, and uphold Indigenous values in the classroom and the community. Three Indigenous educators, one Indigenous organization, and one non-Indigenous partner in Indigenous education were honoured during a special ceremony at the Montréal Science Centre on Nov 15, 2023, during the National Gathering for Indigenous Education from Nov 15-17, 2023, in Montréal, QC.
The 2023 Guiding the Journey recipients are:

**Lisa Michano-Courchene**  
Biigtigong Nishnaabeg Nation, ON  
Biigtigong Nishnaabeg Secondary, ON

**Monica Ittusardjuat**  
Akkimaniq, NU  
Inhabit Education, NU

**Nadia Sammurtok**  
Rankin Inlet, NU  
Nunavut Teachers’ Association, NU

**Loretta Dykun**  
Mystery Lake School District, MB

**Partner in Indigenous Education**

**Organization**  
Fort Chipewyan Community High School  
Fort Chipewyan, AB
Soaring once again lifted the spirits and aspirations of Indigenous youth across Turtle Island. With a successful blend of in-person engagement in Edmonton, AB, and an inclusive online presence, Soaring 2023 expanded its reach, delivering a powerful and accessible experience to First Nations, Inuit, and Métis students in grades 9-12. It was the first in-person Soaring gathering since March 2020.

Soaring illuminated the horizons for Indigenous youth with its career and leadership panels featuring dynamic young Indigenous figures. The entire event was harmoniously guided by Stan Wesley, who was pivotal as MC in creating an engaging experience. The Deloitte Career Panel featured insights from Erin Sader, Charles Muskego, and Teresa Bennett, while Indspire Laureates Reanna Merasty and Theland Kicknosway shared their wisdom with fellow Laureate and moderator Tracie Léost as part of the ever-popular Young Indigenous Leaders Panel. Along with a wide array of informative workshops – 55 in-person and 17 virtual – these panels provided not just insight but actionable knowledge, enabling students to make informed decisions about their futures.
The “Indspiration Zone” tradeshow was a nexus for invaluable face-to-face networking with educational and industry leaders and offered clarity on post-secondary education, financial support, and career aspirations. With 67 in-person booths and 49 virtual ones, each a gateway to potential educational pathways and exciting career options, it was a hub of opportunity.

Campus Experience Day gave students a chance to experience innovative outings at the University of Alberta, MacEwan University, the TELUS World of Science, and Fort Edmonton Park, with additional programming provided by CN and Water First. The Student Social at Fort Edmonton Park also gave students a chance to enjoy hands-on experiences, participate in a scavenger hunt plus a round dance, and see a performance by world champion hoop dancer Notorious Cree. The final day wrapped up with a performance by acclaimed musician Sebastian Gaskin.

Soaring 2023 once again proved to be a cornerstone event for Indigenous youth, empowering them with the tools, knowledge, and connections to soar to new heights. Each year, Soaring is a catalyst for igniting potential and fostering the aspirations of Indigenous students across Canada.

The next Soaring will take place in April 2024 in Ottawa, ON.
The 2023 Indspire Awards were a particularly significant moment in time – not just for Indspire, but also for First Nations, Inuit, and Métis communities across Turtle Island. 2023 marked the 30th anniversary of the Indspire Awards, with Laureates, partners, sponsors, and longtime friends of Indspire all coming together for a momentous reunion.

Laureates from all generations gathered at a reception on May 10 at the Royal Glenora Club. Featuring wisdom from Mike DeGagné as well as Laureate Theland Kicknosway (Culture, Heritage & Spirituality – 2018), it also featured an illuminated commemorative drone show – the very first of its kind in Edmonton.

On May 11, a gala dinner at the Edmonton Convention Centre was an unforgettable experience for over 1,000 guests, who entered via an illuminated floral “river valley” through the Indspire Walk of Fame. The dynamic Stan Wesley as MC and a stellar Indigenous fusion dinner inspired by award-winning Chef Shane Chartrand, along with dynamite performances by world champion hoop dancer Notorious Cree and acclaimed musicians Riit and Aysanabee, rounded out a magical evening that was truly a fitting commemoration of 30 years of Indigenous excellence.

The 2023 Indspire Awards, hosted by Laureates Tina Keeper (Arts – 2005) and Dallas Soonias (Sports – 2021) were broadcast on CBC and APTN on Sunday, June 18th, 2023, reaching viewers from coast to coast to coast.
The twelve individuals who were chosen as 2023 Indspire Award Laureates demonstrated outstanding career achievement on a national level. Recipients were chosen from a variety of fields including the arts, business, culture, education, health, law, public service, sports, lifetime achievement, and three Youth Awards. Just as in prior years, recipients were selected by a national jury of past Laureates.

The 2023 Indspire Awards Laureates are:

Reanna Merasty
Youth Laureate

Willow Allen
Youth Laureate

Ruby Bruce
Youth Laureate

Sandra Laronde
Arts
Kylik Kisoun Taylor
Business and Commerce

Jennine Krauchi
Culture, Heritage, and Spirituality

Lori Campbell
Education

Dr. Christopher Mushquash
Health

Madame Justice Ardith Walkem
Law and Justice

Shirley Cuillierrier
Public Service

Joe Dion Buffalo
Sports

Albert Marshall
Lifetime Achievement
Togetherness, community, communication: they were all on the agenda during this special event. For the first time in four years, Indspire staff had the chance to get together and create some powerful connections during the Annual Indspire Staff Meeting from Sept 5-8, 2023. After arriving, staff networked and enjoyed some good conversation at the first evening’s reception.

Day 1 of the event kicked off with a high-energy approach from Stan Wesley, the MC. The next two days were full of team-building, capacity-building, informative presentations, and shared food and laughter. Staff learned about forthcoming strategic initiatives and discussed ways in which the 7 Grandfather Teachings could be applied to their own areas of endeavour. Participants also enjoyed the inaugural meeting of the relaunched Indspire Book Club, discussing Cherie Dimaline’s *The Marrow Thieves*.

One of the meeting’s highlights was the “Introductions” exercise, where Indspire staff were paired up and had to introduce each other. Not only did everyone learn a great deal about each other’s sometimes-surprising musical and food preferences, they also gained a greater appreciation of each other’s roles, responsibilities, and shared commitment to Indigenous students and educators. Another highlight was the tabahon workshop. Led by
Stan, staff created their own multicoloured tabahons and worked in groups to create new tabahon-based games, which raised both decibels and enthusiasm.

Throughout the retreat, staff enjoyed opportunities to build capacity, network, share stories, and build community. Leaving on the final day, everyone took with them a renewed sense of commitment, enthusiasm, and team cohesion – along with their new tabahons.
Full-time Employees

As of March 31, 2024.

OFFICE OF THE CEO

- Dr. Mike D.
  President and CEO
- Robin H.
  Chief Operating Officer
- Agnes C.
  Executive Assistant to the Chief Operating Officer
- Gyeho T.
  Executive Assistant to the President and CEO

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING

- Brandon M.
  Vice President, Communications and Marketing
- Sienna V.
  Manager, Experience and Community
- Irene C.
  Events Coordinator
- Mike H.
  Community Outreach Coordinator
- Madison J.
  Digital Marketing Lead
- Helen S.
  Senior Communications Advisor
- Vincent V.
  Communications and Marketing Coordinator
- Somia Z.
  Communications and Marketing Assistant

DEVELOPMENT

- Kate E.
  Director, Major Gifts
- Denise L.
  Director, Partnerships
- Natalie S.
  Director, Philanthropy
- Ashley B.
  Senior Development Officer, Major and Legacy Giving
- Michelle B.
  Development Coordinator
- Ludie C.
  Donor Relations and Gift Processing
- Carley G.
  Senior Development Officer, Online Giving
- Emily K.
  Senior Development Officer, Individual Giving
- Helena K.
  Development Officer, Donor Services
- Kavita K.
  Business Development Associate
- Zack L.
  Prospect Researcher and Proposal Writer
- Tammy M.
  Development Officer, Partnerships
- Christina P.
  Donor Relations and Gift Processing
- Margaret P.
  Legacy Giving Specialist
• Emily Q.
  Senior Development Officer, Partnerships
• Wendy Q.
  Senior Development Officer
• Julie S.
  Senior Development Officer, Stewardship
• Ryan T.
  Senior Development Assistant
• Tania V.
  Database Manager

FINANCE

• Tom D.
  Chief Financial Officer
• Tabitha K.
  Director, Finance
• Lois A.
  Accounting Clerk
• Arlene W.
  Accounts Receivable and Finance Officer
• Corry W.
  Payroll, Benefits, and Accounts Payable
• Shyla W.
  Scholarship and Bursary Finance Coordinator

HUMAN RESOURCES

• Stephanie M.
  Human Resources Administrator
• Jessica N.
  Human Resources Administrator

INDIGENOUS AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

• Yancy C.
  Vice President, Indigenous and Government Relations
PROGRAMS AND STUDENT SUCCESS

- Julie W.
  Vice President, Programs and Student Success
- Suzanne B.
  Manager, Building Brighter Futures
- Nikki C.
  Manager, Rivers to Success
- Nima D.
  Senior Manager, Research and Impact Unit
- Taylor B.
  Bursary and Scholarship Officer
- Trista B.
  Bursary and Scholarship Officer
- Kelly C.
  Program Resource Officer
- Miranda C.
  Bursary and Scholarship Officer
- Shawna D.
  Researcher
- Paige H.
  Mentorship Advocate
- Valerie H.
  Support Officer, Building Brighter Futures
- Jordan P.
  Administrative Assistant
- Chelsea R.
  Mentorship Advocate
- Carly V.
  Bursary and Scholarship Officer
Indspire is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors that provides responsible oversight for our finances and operations.

The Indspire Board is responsible for the stewardship of our organization, while our management and staff perform the day-to-day operations under the Board’s supervision.

The governance duties of our Board include:

- Oversight of our programs and activities
- Approving our strategic directions
- Ensuring that management conducts the business and affairs of Indspire in accordance with our objectives, articles and by-laws, the law and regulations of the jurisdictions in which we operate, and any policies and guidelines issued by the Canada Revenue Agency in respect of charitable organizations.

**Board of Directors**

Donald E. Worme  
Chair

Jean Teillet  
Vice Chair

K.C., IPC

IPC, OMN, MSC, (BFA, LLB, LLM)
All Sponsors and Donors ($100K+)

Thank you to the following organizations and individuals for their generous support in 2023-2024
Financial Statements

Indspire’s financial statements for the year ending March 31, 2024 were audited by MNP LLP and can be found here: https://indspire.ca/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/Indspire_Financial-Statements_March2024-EN.pdf
# Building Brighter Futures Supporters

## $5M+
- Government of Canada
- University of Calgary
- University of Toronto
- Walmart

## $2M - 4,999,999
- BC Association of Friendship Centres
- iA Financial Group
- McGill University
- Nextera Canada
- University of Alberta
- University of Ottawa

## $1M – $1,999,999
- Architecture49 & B+H Architects
- BHP Canada Inc.
- CDI College
- Cenovus Energy
- CIBC
- Syncrude
- University of Victoria
- Western University

## $500,000 - 999,999
- The Feiga Bresver Academic Fund
- GreenShield
- Hudson’s Bay Foundation
- Mars Canada
- Mycroft Holdings
- Ontario Federation of Indigenous Friendship Centres
- David and Susan Rattee
- Scotiabank

## $250,000 - $499,999
- Algonquins of Ontario
- Arthur Erickson Foundation & Yosef Wosk Family Foundation
- BMO Capital Markets
- Canada Life
- CDIC
- College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario
- Cree Nation Government
- Deloitte
- EY Canada
- Hatch
- Horatio Alger Foundation
- Hudbay Minerals
- KPMG LLP
- LCBO
- LNG Canada
- McCarthy Tetrault
- Muskeg Lake Cree Nation Investment Management Corp
- Hilary Pearson
- Pembina Pipeline
- June Pick and James Kennedy
- Queen’s University
- Rio Tinto
- Rogers Communications Inc.
- Russel Metals Inc.
- Suncor Energy Foundation
- Tachane Foundation Inc.
- Toronto Metropolitan University
- Tourmaline
- University of Winnipeg

## $100,000 - $249,999
- Aecon Construction Group Inc.
- AFCA Canada
- AGF Management Limited
- Air Canada
- AltaGas Ltd.
- Anonymous
- ARC Resources Ltd.
- Arc’teryx
- ATB Financial
- Avenue Living Asset Management
- BMO Financial Group
- Brescia University College
- Bruce Power
- Manuel and Cheryl Buchwald
- Cadillac Fairview Corporation Ltd.
- Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec
- Canadian National Railway
- CGI Canada
- CIBC NIEFF Scholarship
- Coast Capital
- ConocoPhillips
- Corus Entertainment
- Crescent Point Energy
- CWB Welding Foundation
- Dixon Mitchell Investment Counsel
- Gowling WLG
- Groupe BBA Inc.
- Helson
- HSBC Canada
- Huron University College
- IAMGOLD
- Impala Canada Ltd
Imperial
Indigenous Institutes Consortium
Inline Group Inc.
Patricia Kealey
Kw’umut Lelum Foundation
Lifelabs
Loblaw Companies Limited
Peter Lukasiewicz
Manitoba Blue Cross
Mawer Investment Management
Mazda Canada Inc.
McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Limited
Mejuri
Rob and Shirley Metka
Moore Ching Fund
Mount Allison University
New Gold Inc.
Herma Neyndorff
NFP
OCAD
Ontario First Nations Technical Services Corporation
Ontario Ministry of Education
Ontario Power Generation
Paper Excellence
Peter Gilgan Foundation
Pomerleau
Power Corporation
Ralph M. Barford Foundation
Rotman School of Management
Saskatchewan Blue Cross
Shell
Shukrana Foundation
Simon Fraser University
St. Michael’s University
Stantec
State Group Inc.
Teck Resources Limited
TELUS Friendly Future Foundation
Daniela Tiger
TXJ Canada
Toyota Canada Foundation
Trottier Family Foundation
Turkstra Foundation
University of New Brunswick
Wajax
Wesco
Wood Environment & Infrastructure Solutions
Kirsten Yip

$25,000 - $99,999

3Coze
Abbvie
Accenture
Aird & Berlis LLP
Allstate Canada
AltaLink
Anonymous
APTN
Arcadis
Architecture49
ARUP
Association of Registered Interior Designers of Ontario
AtkinsRealis
Margaret Atwood
Averbach Family Foundation
Bank of Canada
BASF Canada Inc
BC Government
BDC
Michel and Doreen Bell
Beutel Goodman Charitable Foundation
Steve Bornemann
Boyd-Myles Foundation
Bryn and Margaret Davies Giving Fund

BTY Group
Canada Malting Co.
Canadian Medical Foundation
Canadian Mennonite University
Cando Rail and Terminals
Capital Power
Cassels
Cassoulet Place
Certarus
Cheekbone Beauty
Chevron
Church of St. Clement
CIMA+
Citizen Relations
Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial Group
Copperleaf Technologies
Cordelio Power
Council of Prairie & Pacific University Libraries (COPPUL)
CPKC
Susan Diamond
Robert Dowler & Lisanne Hill
EACOM Timber Corporation
Emond Publishing
Engineers Canada
EthicInvest
Evologen
Ex Libris Association
Fluor
Forgirlsake
Frontier Lithium
Fusion Maintenance Group
Julie George
Georgian College
Gloria Baylis Foundation
GoodLife Fitness
Yvette & Ken Graham
Grainger Canada
Grand River Agricultural Society
Programs and Student Success Supporters

Arlene Aish
Anonymous
Daphne Ardell
Carole Carpentier
Juanita Kennedy
Wendy MacPherson
Vanessa L. Morgan
Marianne Muir
Pauline Rosenbaum
Asit Sarkar
Tachane Foundation Inc.

Research Knowledge Nest Supporters

Hodgson Family Foundation
Hyundai Canada
Suncor Energy Foundation

Rivers to Success Sponsors

**Major Sponsors**

Allan & Gill Gray Philanthropy
Barry & Laurie Green Family Trust

**Mental Health Initiative Sponsor**

Slaight Family Foundation

**High School Stream Partner**

TD

**Career Transition Stream Sponsor**

HSBC Bank

**Participating Sponsor**

Hudson’s Bay Foundation

**Supporting Sponsors**

CIBC
Giant Tiger
Tik Tok
Teach for Tomorrow Supporters

Pathy Family Foundation
Rideau Hall Foundation
Jeffrey Rose
University of Winnipeg

National Gathering Sponsors

Lead Partner
Government of Canada

Presenting Corporate & Guiding the Journey Indigenous Educator Awards Sponsor
Suncor Energy Foundation

Teacher Education Supporter
Rideau Hall Foundation

Post-Secondary Summit Supporter
The Fyfe Foundation

Host City Sponsor
Rio Tinto

Major Sponsors
BHP
Hudson’s Bay Foundation
### Supporting Sponsor
Scotiabank

### Event Supporter
Pathy Family Foundation

### Pre-Gathering Workshop Sponsor
Shell

### Partners in Education Reception Sponsor
Canadian National Railway

### Content Sponsor
Proctor & Gamble

### Charging Station Sponsor
Trottier Family Foundation

### Workshop Sponsors
Indigenous Institutes Consortium
RTOERO

### Break Sponsors
HighWater Press
Learning Bar
Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre Inc.
Ontario Teachers’ Federation

### Tradeshow Sponsors
Canadian Coast Guard College
Canadian Security Intelligence Service
Canadian Space Agency
Concordia University
Dreamcatcher Promotions
Educational Impact
Elections Canada
First Nations Technical Institute (FNTI)
Inhabit Media
Learning Bird
Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre Inc.
MityBilt
Nelson Education
Pearson Canada
Scanning Pens
Supportive Hearing Systems Inc
TD Summer Reading Club
Trent University
University of British Columbia

### Non-Profit Booth
AFOA
Gord Downie and Chanie Wenjack Fund
JUMP Math
Mining Matters
NFB
Pinnguaq Association
Start2Finish Canada
TakingItGlobal
UWC National Committee of Canada
WaterFirst
Women Building Futures

### Travel Fund Partners
The Rattee Family
Ontario Teachers Insurance Plan
Encircled Inc.
Soaring Sponsors

Lead Partner
Government of Canada

Presenting Corporate Sponsor
Deloitte

Host City Sponsor
Keyera

Major Sponsor
BHP

Participating Sponsors
Cenovus
Hudson’s Bay Foundation
Nutrien
Scotiabank
SLB

Backpack Sponsor
Parkland Corporation

Supporting Sponsors
CIBC
Giant Tiger
LNG Canada
Mars Canada
New Gold Inc.

T-Shirt Sponsor
Ontario Power Generation

Panel Sponsor
GreenShield

Entertainment Sponsor
Imperial

Indspiration Zone Sponsors
Air Canada
CPKC
Pomerleau
Rupertsland Institute
TD Financial Group

University Sponsors
MacEwan University
University of Alberta

Experience Day Sponsors
Canadian National Railway
Fort Edmonton Park
Telus World of Science Edmonton
Water First

Workshop Sponsors
BASF
CPA Canada
Elections Canada
Humber College
NFP
Wolseley Canada
Women Building Futures
Wood

Virtual Workshop Sponsors
Baker Hughes Canada
BMO
Forest Products Association of Canada
STEMCELL Technologies

Exhibitor Sponsors
Alberta Forest Products Association
Alberta University of the Arts
APTN
Arcadis IBI Group
ATB Financial
Bank of Canada
Bow Valley College
Canadian Security Intelligence Service
Canadian Space Agency
Concordia University
Concordia University of Edmonton
First Nations Technical Institute
HOK Architects
Indspire Awards Sponsors

**Lead Partner**
Government of Canada

**30th Anniversary Celebration Sponsor**
Cenovus Energy

**Broadcast Partners**
APTN
CBC

**Major Sponsors**
Shell
Suncor

**Virtual Exhibitor Sponsors**
Ingenium - Canada’s Museums of Science and Innovation
Rideau Hall Foundation
TJX Canada - WINNERS, Marshalls & HomeSense
Wajax

**Soaring Travel Fund Supporters**
Digital Extremes
Mejuri
NEO Stock Exchange
Paper Excellence
The Rattee Family
Scotiabank
Tachane Foundation

**Champions of Soaring**
HSBC
Shell
Suncor

**Champions of Rivers to Success**
Allan & Gill Gray Philanthropy
Barry & Laurie Green Family Trust

**Youth Laureate Sponsor**
Barry & Laurie Green Family Trust

**Founding Partner & Official Airline**
Air Canada

**Regional Host Sponsor**
Keyera
Dinner Sponsor
Teck Resources

30th Anniversary Laureate Reception Sponsor
Dixon Mitchell Investment Counsel

Pre-Dinner Reception Sponsor
EY

Participating Sponsors
Capital Power
Syncrude

Culinary Sponsor
Imperial

Supporting Sponsors
Bouchier
Certarus
Deloitte
Rio Tinto
Scotiabank

Programme Sponsor
Mawer

In-Kind Media Sponsor
Kijiji

Crystal Table Sponsors
APTN
ATB Financial
CIBC
Enbridge
Graham Construction
GreenShield
Kyndryl Canada
LNG Canada
Métis Education Foundation
Nutrien
Ontario Power Generation
Petro Canada
Rupertsland Institute
Russel Metals
TC Energy
WoodFibre LNG

Platinum Table Sponsors
Aecon Group Inc.
Alberta Blue Cross
ATB Financial
ATCO
Athabasca Tribal Council
BASF
Canadian Natural Resources Limited
Chandos Construction
Civeo
Edmonton International Airport
Exovidat Solutions Inc.
Fort McKay First Nation
Gibson Energy
Gowling WLG
Hudson’s Bay Foundation
Kindred Works
LNG Canada

National Association of Friendship Centres
New Gold Inc.
NFP Canada
PCL Construction
Purdy’s Chocolatier
Silver Gummy Foundation
Stantec
Tato Recruiting
Tamarack Valley Energy
University of Alberta
University of Regina - Office of Indigenous Engagement
Women Building Futures
Roberta Jamieson Emergency Fund for Indigenous Students

Thomas Graham
Julie Monture

Learning from the Past Bursary

AXIS
Anastasia Blake
Anonymous
Giant Tiger Stores Limited

Eugenia Lyon
Jennica Platt
Sharon Ramsay Curtis
Robert Half Talent Solutions

Walmart
Lara Wilson
Frances Wright

Soaring Future Bursary

Aeonian Foundation
Anonymous
Daphne Ardell
Ardene Foundation
The Donald Bainbridge Foundation
Jim Bertram and Bonnie Foster
Charitable Fund
The Estate of Robert Brown Carter
Canadian Association for University Continuing Education
Peter Chellew
Chris Clark Fund

Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph in Canada
Robert D. Cooper
Donna Core
Melba Cuddy-Keane
Dow Canada Inc.
Enlight Life Of Kids in Need
Amelia Ferguson
Fitzhenry Family Foundation
Janet Goldblatt
Eric Goodchild
Mike Grant
Vickie Hansen-Richardson

Siobhan Harrop-Scott
Jane Heakes
Art Heidebrecht
Holt Renfrew
Patrik Hunt
Inter Pipeline Ltd
The Norman and Margaret Jewison Charitable Foundation
L Joan Karstens
Konrad Group
Rene E. Lavoie
Cameron Little
Joan McCalla
Brighter Futures Circle

Donations made between April 1, 2023 to March 31, 2024

The Brighter Futures Circle is a group of dedicated donors who want to deepen their connection with Indspire and expand their support of Indigenous students.

$25,000+

- Anonymous (3)
- Susan Hillery
- Pamela Isaak and Greg Kiessling
- John and Cathy Kelly
- Diane Neimanis
- Ava Roth and Anton Piatigorsky
- James M. Stanford
- F. Joyce and William Young

$10,000 - $14,999

- Anonymous (8)
- Doug and Margaret Agnew
- Wendy Birkinshaw Malo
- Marjorie Cameron
- Canada Foundation for Innovation
- David Charlesworth
- Alan Cheuk
- David Lucas
- Hilary Pearson and Michael Sabia
- Will and Porsha Troost
- Barbara Whitcraft and David Heinsler

$15,000 - $24,999

- Greig and Carolyn Clark
- Nina Layter
- Enlight Life Of Kids in Need
- Ann Guthrie
- Ann M. Hall
- E. A. Herring
- Omar Khan
- Kreiner Family Fund
- Conor McCreery and Crystal Luxmore
- Valerie McDonald and Bruce Stratton
- Sarah Millar and Koker Christensen
- William and Lucille Poole
- James and Maureen Ramsay
- Gwen Sears
- Heather Sheehan
Sachdev Sidhu
Karim Suleman and Zahra Jaffer
The Mary Higginson Charitable Trust
Cynthia Whitehead

$5,000 - $9,999

Anonymous (19)
Carol Unruh Gifting Fund
Marsha Copp
John Cullen
Liane Davey
Philip and Diane Davis
Marilyn Dimeo
Dr. Zoe Unger Medicine Professional Corp
Suzanne Duncan
Debbie Gallagher and Charles Zakaib
George Gibbons
Andrew Gillespie
Patricia J. Gouinlock
Brian Gray
Grigsby Family Foundation
Heather J. Hamilton
Judith Hamilton
Leslie Helston
Jeremy and Liz Herbet
Kelly Hewson and Gordon Salahor
Mike and Pamela Hicks
Human Resources Professionals Association (HRPA)
Michael and Janelle Ivany
Jim Bertram and Bonnie Foster
Charitable Fund
Leona Kolla and Alfred Shultz
Karman Kua and Akshay Mehra
L H Somers Enterprises Inc.
Diana R. Laubitz
Giuseppe Lobianco
Loretto Ladies’ Colleges and Schools
Beverley Martin
Mary McDougall-Maude
Meteoros Fund at the Calgary Foundation
Olive + Piper
Outcome Consultants Inc
Frank Palkovits
Parachute Executive Coaching
Don G. and Heather Perrier
PrairieSky Royalty Ltd.
Press Karsan Family Giving Fund
Judith Rogers
Ian Smith
Joseph Stanford
The Jade Fund
The Mariano Elia Foundation
Thornhill Lifelong Learning Inc
Throop Family Foundation
Paul Tsaparis
Douglas Ward
Ann Wirsig
Karen Yearsley

$1,000 - $4,999

Anonymous (129)
3COze Inc
Aamir Saleem Haq Medicine Professiona Corporation
Advantage Box Company Limited
Stephanie Aleksiuk
All Purpose Creative
Doug Anderson
Mary-Ellen Anderson
Jonathan Andreozzi
Carolyn Anthony
Arsenault-Moore Family Foundation
Alison Ashamalla
Auld Summerhays Family Fund
Electa Aust
Axiom Equipment Group
Kimberly Barber
Deborah Barrett
Gillian Bartlett
Bax Investments Ltd.
Diane Bays
Brittany Beatty
Darrell and Cecile Beauchieu
Paul Beeston
Chris Beingnesser and Brenda Baisley
Dawn Bell
Brian Bencze
Ernest Bergbusch
Bernard and Patricia Caron Charitable Fund
Katie Billinghurst
Brian Bimm and Margaret Lynch
H. Jane Bissell
Cameron Black
Julia Boberg
Dale Boddy
Gerrit Boomgaardt
Mark T. Boomhower
Paul Boothe
Vera Bornschein
Franklin Bouma and Diana Bouma
Edwin L. Brandt
Siobhan and Alan Brilz
Chad Brown
Darin Brown
William Brown
María Ines Burke
Nicolette Caccia
Carolyn Campbell
Canadian Association for...
Nancy Harrington
Janine Harris-Wheatley
Dan Haugseng
Derek Hawksley
John Heida
Jarett Henry
Joyce and Grahame Henry
Janet Hess
Lorna Heuchert
Michael Hilton
Chellan Hoffman
Ellen Hoffmann
Alice Hovorka
Lynne Howarth
Patricia Hutchison
Rick Ingram
Dikran Islemeci
Colin Jackson and Arlene Strom
Naaznin and Nasir Jaffer
James Lindfield Fund
Margaret Jarvie
Sara Jellicoe
André-Paul Johnson
Lynn Johnston
Leslie Jones
Michael L. Jones
Michael Jonker
Sheri-Lynn Kane
Lloyd Karges
Joan Karout
Trish Keachie
KEDCo
Janet Keefe
Carolyn Kelly
Christopher and Emily Kelly
Audrey Kenny
Laura and Jeremy Kerr
TJ Kerr and Erica Wyncoll
David S. Kertland
Edward Keyes
Rachel Kidney
Frances Kilbertus
Steven King
Patti Kirk and Bill Elleker
Lloyd Kitchen
Don Klaassen
Geralyn Klassen
Nancy Kleer
Ethem Kostman
Mary and John Kot
Andrew Kotaska
Martin and Laura Kraemer
Catherine Lace
Denise LaFayette
William Landry
Huguette Leacy
Patrick Lee
George Lennon
Jeff Lennon
Nancy Lever
Gertrud J. Lewis
Samphe Lhalungpa
Kelvin Liew
Jason Louie
Kong Boo Low and Swee Mee Phang
Theresa M. Lynett
Catherine Lyons-King
Coutts & King Inc.
Katherine MacDonald
Nancy MacDonald
Heather A. MacDougall
Keith MacFarlane
Jane MacIntosh
Wendy C. MacKeigan
Sandra J. Mackenzie and Bruce Billinger
Michelle MacKinnon
Janet MacPhee
Manu Mahbubani
Robert Main
Evie Mandel
Michael Manley-Casimir
Susan Marrier (SuLaMar Fund)
at The United Church of Canada Foundation
Allen McAfee
Joan McCalla
Muriel McCallum
Marney McDiamid
Marci McDonald
Alex McEachern
Beverly McEachern
James McEachern
Ross McElroy
Dan McGowan
Barbara McGregor
Catherine McKinnon
Malcolm and Susan McLeod
Alexander McManus
Jane McMullan
Gary McNally
Sue McNama
Ailve McNestry
Men & Healing
Linda J. Menard-Watt
Paul Mendler and Michele Thomsasse
Livia Meret
Barry Merkley
Chris Meyer
Helen Meyer
Helen Miller
Mind on Development
Hulene Montgomery and Michael Graham
Stephen Moore and Natalie Bocking
Taketo and Tracey Mori
Audrey Morrison
Vance Morrison
Frances C. Moscall
Roger Moses
Mary Mowbray
Brendan Mulroy and Susanne Armitage
Josh Munro & Rasna Madhur
Barbara Murchie and Tracy Warne
Amanda Murdoch
Kathleen Murphy
N. American Roof Management Services Ltd
National Dental Assisting Examination Board
Gordon and Shirley Nelson
Miriam Newhouse
Jacqueline M. Newton
Louise Nicholson
Phyllis Nickel
Kathleen Norman
Anne Marie O’Brien
On Stage Dance Studio
Anna M. Ottenbreit
Bonnie Park
Wayne and Vina Parker
David Patterson
Anne Louise Pearl
Pecan Foundation
Erin Peebles
Marilyn R. Peers
Pascale Pergant
Marcia Perryman
Mary Anne Peters
Patricia Pigeon
James Piper
Abdul Pirbhai
Robert Platt
Sushma Prasada
Presbyterian Women of St. Andrews Church
Maureen Procter
Toivo Puhm and Ailsa E. Wood
Theresa Pupulin
Sharon J. Pynn
R & M Lang Foundation
Patrick Racine
Thomas Raedler
H. Douglas Ramsay
Kathleen M. Ramsay
Raschkowan Foundation
Eric Ready
H. Gail Regan
Thomas G. Reive
Sherry Richardson
Lynn Ridout
RK Private Giving Fund
Lorraine Robertson
David Robinson
Ron and Elaine Braun Gifting Fund
Liat and David Ross
Joan Rossiter
Gella Rothstein
Sally Rudolf
Roseann Runte
Masako Ryan
Marni Sandell
Erich Schaeffer
Naomi Schellenberg
Clark D. Schneider
Jack Schoenmakers
Clara Sellers
Matthew Seiple and Tara Nigam
Purnima Sen
Philip Serchuk
Ann Serdula
Lynda Shannon
Paul Sharkey
Joyce Shead
Leonard Shirchenko
Michael and Colleen Sidford
Iivi Sillaste
Nola I. Simmons
Jeffrey Sisler
Crystal Sissons
Sisters of Instruction of the Child Jesus
Carol Slama
Russell Smiley
Christine Smith
Pat Smith
Leslie Snell
Society of Sacred Heart Canada
Douglas Southam
Andrea J. Spraakman
Elizabeth Spry
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church
Stacey Family Aurora Fund
Rebekah Steele
Bryce Stewart and Jane Ogilvie
Kevin Stewart
Louise Stewart
Jean Stilwell
Victoria Stratton
Kimberly Strong
Cathleen Sullivan
Cheryl Sutherland
Susan L. Sutherland
Paul and Gale Taylor
Tom Taylor
Valeria Taylor
Margaret Taylor-Sevier
The Barber Family Charitable Foundation
The Grenadier Foundation
The Karuna Fund
The Nice Pipes Corporation
William R. Thorpe
Throw the Switch Igor! Foundation
Sally Thurlow
Caroline Tiegs
Seven Generations Legacy Circle

The Seven Generations Legacy Circle is a group of dedicated donors who want to expand their support of Indigenous students through legacy gifting.

Anonymous (5)
Christine Allan
Véronique Béquin
Sandra and Robert Berman
Suzanne and David Booz
John Boyle
Gerry Burger-Martindale
Christine Curry
Kelly J. Dickeson
Beth Fanjoy
Pauline Faulkner
Anne Marie Ferguson
Bryan Foster
Regine Frost
Susan Gingell

Yvette and Ken Graham
Louis and Carole Grenier
Sheila A. Haegedorn
Kelly Hewson and Gordon Salahor
Michael Hood
In memory of Dr. Richard Blackburn
John and Catherine Kelly
Diana R. Laubitz
Jane Leckey
Mary and Barrie Lennox
Samphé Lhalungpa
Matthew Mackey
Dan McArane
Naomi McCormack

Michael McKiernan
Kevin McMullen
Susan Monaghan
Maureen Olofson
Bonnie Park
Peter-John Robertson
Tim Rudkins
Ann Serdula
Paul Sharkey
Richard Sourkes
Miriam Tees
Marion Vaclavek
Tyler Ward
Marilyn F. Wiley
Jo Ann Wilton

Karen Wishart
Susan Wismer
David Wright
Sabrina Yoong
Stephen Young
Sherman L. Zavitz
Jenna Zee
Zeidler Architecture
Sharon Zeiler
Bob Zondag
Ghizala Z. Zuberi
Richard and Karen Zurawski
Annual Donors

Indspire is grateful to our donors and sponsors who made a positive impact on Indigenous education and in the lives of Indigenous students, their families and the future of this country. Thank you for your dedication!

$20,000+
Anonymous (7)
Amicus Foundation
Andrée Rhéaume Fitzhenry and Robert Fitzhenry Foundation
Benefaction Foundation
Business Development Bank of Canada
Chimp Charitable Impact Foundation
Donner Canadian Foundation
Estate of Bruce Innes
Heather Waldie’s Legacy Fund
Susan Hillery
Holdbest Foundation
Pamela Isaak and Greg Kiessling
Sally Issenman
David Lucas
Nicol Family Foundation
Optimize Wealth Management
Oriole Foundation
Otto and Marie Pick Foundation
Jody and Ken Peck
Gwen Sears
Sephora
Tau Foundation Inc
The Bickle-Wilder Foundation
The Estate of Elizabeth Kohari
The Estate of Tina Hattem
The Flanagan Foundation
The Jeffrey Lyon Trust
The Peter Cundill Foundation
The Young Fund
Turkstra Foundation
Ubisoft Winnipeg
United Way Centraide Ottawa
PayPal Charitable Giving Fund
Peter Gilgan Foundation
Plus1 Canada
William and Lucille Poole
James and Maureen Ramsay
Remembering Otto and Marie Pick Charitable Foundation
Shreya Shah
Sachdev Sidhu
Zahra and Karim Suleman
The Estate of Joan Sinclair
The Mary Higginson Charitable Trust
The Shawana Foundation
Timothy D. Mayer Charitable Foundation
Will and Porsha Troost
United Way Greater Toronto
Barbara Whitcraft and David Heinsler

$10,000 - $19,999
Anonymous (9)
Ashley Johnson Medicine
Professional Corporation
Wendy Birmishaw Malo
Calian Group Ltd
Marjorie Cameron
Canada Foundation for Innovation
Carol Unruh Gifting Fund
Chisholm Thomson Family Foundation
George Gibbons
Google Inc.
Griggs Family Foundation
Ann Guthrie
Patricia Hart
INVESCO, LTD.
KSBK Charitable Foundation
Heather Lawrence
Nina Layter
Conor McCreery and Crystal Luxmore
Sarah Millar and Koker Christensen
Diane Neimanis
Onawaypond Foundation
Ontario English Catholic Teachers Association

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous (22)
Aecon Group Inc.
Doug and Margaret Agnew
Hugh and Diana Alley
Amazon.com.ca, Inc
Lucy Benguigui
Lisa Blachut and Charlie Easton
Cheryl Cho
Christelle Holdings Ltd.
CIBC
John Cullen  
Dr. Zoe Unger Medicine  
Professional Corp  
Suzanne Duncan  
Duval Family Gratitude Fund  
Oscar D. Elviss  
Export Development Canada  
Debbie Gallagher and Charles  
Zakaib  
Andrew Gillespie  
Margaret Good  
Patricia J. Gouinlock  
Brian Gray  
Gray Family Fund  
Grigsby Family Foundation  
Klothilde and John Grose  
Heather J. Hamilton  
Ian Hanecak  
Jeremy and Liz Herbet  
Mike and Pamela Hicks  
Deena Hinshaw  
Jacma Foundation  
Mavis Kerr  
Leona Kolla and Alfred Shultz  
Giuseppe Lobianco  
Loretto Ladies’ Colleges and Schools  
Beverley Martin  
Max Bell Foundation  
Brian McCreery and Andrea Bolen  
Mary McDougall-Maude  
Elizabeth Milne  
Outcome Consultants Inc  
Don G. and Heather Perrier  
Pharmessor Group Corporation  
Joel Podbere  
PrairieSky Royalty Ltd.  
Press Karsan Family Giving Fund  
Maureen Procter  
Right Stuff Fund  

Rocky Mountain Charitable Giving Fund  
Judith Rogers  
Alfred Schultz  
Skyline Enterprises Management Inc  
Leslie Snell  
Catherine Steele  
James and Nicola Lemmer  
Taylor Taliesin Foundation  
The Barry and Laurie Green Family Charitable Trust  
The Charles Norcliffe Baker & Thelma Scott Baker Foundation  
The Estate of Grace Thede  
The Jade Fund  
The Mariano Elia Foundation  
The United Churches of Langley  
Throop Family Foundation  
Troy Life & Fire Safety Ltd  
Douglas Ward  
Karen Yearsley  
Joanne Young  

$2,500 - $4,999  

Anonymous (17)  
Youssef Abdul-Ameir  
All Purpose Creative  
Doug Anderson  
Mary-Ellen Anderson  
Carolyn Anthony  
Apple Inc  
ATCO  
Auld Summerhays Family Fund  
Cynthia Baxter  
Beneva Inc.  
Bernard and Patricia Caron  
Charitable Fund  
Brian Bimm and Margaret Lynch  
C & C Family Foundation  
Skot Caldwell  
Clayton Gyotoku Fund  
Columbia International Scholarship Endowment Fund  
Copernicus Educational Products  
Marsha Copp  
Terry J. Crawford  
Jacqueline De Gagne  
Laura de Neumann  
Else Marie and Ron DePauw  
Kelly Dickson  
Zohra Docrat  
Merle C. Doherty  
Michael and Ashly Dyck  
Joan Eakin  
Justin Eichel  
Evolve PR Inc.  
Christine Fast  
Mark Foote  
Toby Fouks  
Susan Gautschi  
Geosyntec  
Jody Gomber  
Rob Groh and Anne Jasper  
Brian Grover  
Teresa Hall-Patch  
Stewart Hamilton  
Hargrave Ranching Co Inc  
Dan Haugseng  
Margaret Henderson  
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Foundation  
Michael Hilton  
Ellen Hoffmann  
Inspired Children & Youth Foundation  
Michael and Janelle Ivany  
Jack Spraak Legacy Fund  
Colin Jackson and Arlene Strom
Michael Jonker
Charles King
Sebastian Kozlowski
Catherine Lace
Denise LaFayette
Diana R. Laubitz
Megan Leahy
Peter Lukasiewicz
Katherine MacDonald
Michael Manley-Casimir
Manulife Financial Corporation-
Matching Gifts
Valerie McDonald and Bruce
Stratton
Dan McGowan
McMaster Science Society
Sue McNamara
Barry Merkley
Helen Meyer
Mind on Development
Kevin Mitchell
Ken Morin
Vance Morrison
Barbara Murchie and Tracy Warne
Annie Murphy
Emilie Newell
Costa Nicolaidis
Jason Ning
Nvision Insight Group Inc.
Margaret I. Ormond
Pecan Foundation
Erin Peebles
Patrick Racine
Kathleen M. Ramsay
Karol Roseman and Carol Bell
Sagard Holdings
Marni Sandell
Purnima Sen
Heather Sheehan
Nicole Sifuentes
Ian Smith
Joshua Smith
Stanton Chase
Rebekah Steele
Jean Stilwell
Tammy Tahan
The Barber Family Charitable
Foundation
The Estate of Sherry Peden
The Grenadier Foundation
Theresa Tosh Fund
Thornhill Lifelong Learning Inc
Uniform Garment (NA) Ltd
United Way of Calgary
Brian and Elizabeth Wiebe
Susanne Will
Wilson and Judith Rodgert Fund
Ann Wirsig
Janice Wright
Zeidler Architecture

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous (161)
Aamir Saleem Haq Medicine
Professiona Corporation
Advantage Box Company Limited
Anthony John Viel Professional
Services Inc
APEX
Jo-ann Archibald Q’um Q’um Xiie
William Ardell
Curtis Arends
Arsenault-Moore Family
Foundation
Alison Ashamalla
Jennifer Atkinson
Electa Aust
Nancy Austin and Chris Appleton
Gary Averbach
Doug Awai
Axiom Equipment Group
AyA Kitchens And Baths
Mary Baier
Alexandra Bain
Alexa Baker
Andrew Baker
Jeffrey Barber
Kimberly Barber
Barrett Family Foundation
Gillian Bartlett
Eric Baumgart
Diane Bays
William Bean
Kevin Beattie
Brittany Beatty
Darrell and Cecile Beaulieu
Suzanne Beaulieu
Paul Beeston
Shawnda Behrs
Chris Beingessner and Brenda
Baisley
Dawn Bell
Brian Bencze
Ernest Bergbusch
Joan L. Berge
Katie Billinghurst
Lauren Binhammer
H. Jane Bissell
Julia Boberg
Dale Boddy
Lee Boltwood
Gerrit Boomgaardt
Christopher Booth
Paul Boothe
Vera Bornschein
Boston Consulting Group Canada
ULC
Gail Bouchette
George Bounds
Cheryl Bradley  
Douglas Bradley  
Edwin L. Brandt  
Jean Brathwaite  
Janet Breen  
Siobhan and Alan Brilz  
Chad Brown  
Darin Brown  
Jane and Earl Brown  
William Brown  
Marni Brownell  
Glenna Bullock  
Michael and Marcella Bungay  
Stanier  
Peter and Ann Burbidge  
María Ines Burke  
Ronald and Carol Byers  
Nicolette Caccia  
Richard Camicioli and Wendy Johnston  
Carolyn Campbell  
Canada Helps  
Canadian Rheumatology Association  
Fausta Capogna-Hendricks  
David Carey  
Yvonne Carlin  
Rob Carrick  
Steven Carter  
Phyllis Casavant  
Christine Caven  
Cenovus Energy Inc- Matching Gifts  
Michael Challis  
Iain and Elizabeth Chalmers  
Kate Chalmers  
Nathalie Chan King Choy  
Charities Aid Foundation of Canada  
Charles and Lucile Flavelle Family  
Gerald Chenette  
Jeremy Cheng  
Perry Cheung and Kathleen Dysart  
Rainbow Choi  
Yelena Chorny  
Drisanna Chow  
Tim Christmann  
Maria Chung  
Gary Clark  
David Clarry  
Clever Endeavour Games  
Paul and Barbara Clifford  
Brook Coatsworth  
Charlene Codner  
Jacqueline Coffman  
Cindi Cohen  
Robert Cohen  
Martha Cole  
In memory of Dr. Richard Blackburn  
Nicole Combe  
Sheila A. Connell  
Vincent Connor  
Ryan Consell  
Deirdre Conway  
Copper Marketing  
John and Emily Costigan  
Coulls & King Inc  
Thomas Cowan  
Susan Cozzi  
Suzan Craig  
Delia Crawford  
Shirley Cuillierrier  
CVL Engineers Inc.  
Allison Daniel  
Tom and Julie Darnay  
P. M. Michele Daviau  
Diane and Philip Davis  
Virginia and Geoffrey Dawson  
Heather Daymond  
Claire De Souza  
Christie Dechief  
Yolande DeClercq  
Deco Automotive  
Mike DeGagné  
Agnes DeHaas  
James Delamere  
Denis Desautels  
Sandra J. Dirksen  
Marna Disbrow  
Howard Dolson  
Don Mills C.I.  
Laura Donefer  
Dr. Paul R. Newell Medicine Corp.  
Dr. Clare Reade Medicine Professional Corp.  
Dr. Lindsay Bowman Medicine Professional Corp.  
Dragon Fire Fund  
Dalton Dranitsaris  
Emmanuelle Drewitt  
Edwin and Margaret Driver  
Suzanne Dubeau and David Booz  
Roberta Dubois  
Eagle of the Dawn Artist Ltd  
Robert Eaton  
Economical Insurance  
Edon Management  
William and Joan Egnatoff  
Elizabeth Sime Charitable Fund  
Susan Ellard  
Ardeth Ellis  
Deborah Ellis  
Emily Kelly Medicine Professional Corporation  
Encompass Environmental  
Phil and Linda English  
Randy Enomoto and Joyce Westwood
Epic Utilities
Marsha C. Erb
Eric Ready Medicine Professional Corporation
Julie Erickson
Karen Eull
Joan Evans
Eva’s Thanksgiving Fund
Karen J. Ewing
Elizabeth Fanjoy
David Farmer
Katherine Faughnan
Richard Faw
Feeling Peckish Inc.
Cavell Feeney
Terry Feldman
Lesley Fellows and Bethany Foster
Jennie Ferris
Dorothy Field
Gillian Fisher and Bob Woosnam
Michael Fitzpatrick
John and Patricia Flannagan
Jeff Ford
Paul Forestell
William Franks
Don and Wendy Fraser
Cliff Fregin
Patricia French
William Frisken and Frances Frisken
James Frost
Regine Frost
Leonard Gallagher and Kathryn McCartney
Anne Marie Gallant
Gandy Charitable Foundation
Monica Garamszeghy
George and Judy Gardiner
Rudy Gasparelli
Rosanne Gasse
Kathleen M. Gates
Derek and Coleen Geerlof
Danielle Gélinas and John Eydt
Gerald Hipple Family Foundation
Michael and Betty Gibbins
Kendra Gilmore
Anthony Gilroy
GivingForce Foundation
Angela Glover
Myron Gochnauer
Mary Godolphin
Karen Golets-Pancer
Renee Gomes
Mary S. Gordon
Terence Gordon
Tucker Gordon
Christopher Gosselin
Jennifer Graham
Gordon Grahame
Sheldon Green
Kate Greenaway
Shannon Greenlaw
Jean Greig
Denis and Penny Grenier
Louis and Carole Grenier
Daniel and Karen Grima
Allan Grose
Dean Gugler
Nadia Guirgis
Gurpurn and Marianne Singh-Waraich Fund
Ann Guthrie
Taylor Guy
Ann M. Hall
Jean-Jacques Hamm
Stephan Hammerberg
Matt Hammond
Colleen Hanley
Shamus Hardie
Mary P. Harlan
John Harnett
Brandi Harrington
Nancy Harrington
Janine Harris-Wheatley
Stephen Heatley
John Heida
Jarett Henry
Joyce and Grahame Henry
Janet Hess
Lorna Heuchert
Chellan Hoffman
Gillian A. Holland
Ursula M. Hooff
Hope Peace Love Inc
Mary-Jane and Wayne Hopfner
Horn Family Fund
Alice Hovorka
Lynne Howarth
Howe Gastmeier Chapnik Ltd
Human Resources Professionals Association (HRPA)
Benoit Huneault
Austin Hung
Richard Hunter
Barbara and Bryan Huston
Patricia Hutchison
Rick Ingram
Dikran Islemeci
Itron, Inc
Naaznin and Nasir Jaffer
Jake and Doreen Gift Fund
Margaret Jarvie
Sara Jellicoe
Herman Jilesen
Jodo Shinshu Buddhist Temples of Canada Women’s Federation
André-Paul Johnson
Holly Johnson
Kerry Johnston
Leslie Jones
Michael L. Jones  
Jackie Kaiser  
Sheri-Lynn Kane  
David Kaplan  
Lloyd Karges  
Trish Keachie  
KEDCo  
Betty Kehler  
Carolyn Kelly  
David Kendall  
Julia Kindrachuk  
Steven King  
Patti Kirk and Bill Elleker  
Kit Chapman Fund  
Lloyd Kitchen  
Don Klaassen  
Geralyn Klassen  
Lois Klassen  
Julia Knight  
Maria Koller-Jones  
Ethel Kostman  
Mary and John Kot  
Andrew Kotaska  
Martin and Laura Kraemer  
Richard P. Kroeker  
Martin Kuhn  
Derek Kunsken  
La Cachette Foundation  
Fiona Lam  
Yvan G. Larocque  
Peter Larson  
Elaine Lau  
David Lautner  
George Lennon  
Jeff Lennon  
Pierre Lessard  
Diana R. Lester  
Nancy Lever  
Gertrud J. Lewis  
LEX3 Engineering Inc.  
Samphe Lhalungpa  
Kelvin Liew  
Loyalty Charitable Foundation  
Griffith R. Lloyd  
David Lock  
Andrea Louise  
Kong Boo Low and Swee Mee Phang  
Theresa M. Lynett  
M & B Future Fund  
Carl and Karen MacDonald  
Nancy MacDonald  
Heather A. MacDougall  
Caitlin MacIntosh  
Jane MacIntosh  
Laura MacIntosh  
Sandra J. Mackenzie and Bruce Billinger  
Christine K. MacKimmie  
Jim and Leslie MacLean  
Margaret G. MacNaughton  
Garry MacNicholas  
Janet MacPhee  
Catherine MacQuarrie  
Magna International Inc.  
Alan Mailloux  
Robert Main  
Richard Malouin  
Carole-Anne Marceau  
Ted Marras  
Susan Marrier (SuLaMar Fund)  
at The United Church of Canada Foundation  
Louis Marsura  
Frederick Martens-Oberwelland  
John and Patricia Martin  
Alison Matthews-David  
Robert Mayo  
Betty M. McBride  
Brenda McCurdy  
Joan McCurdy-Myers  
Marci McDonald  
James McEachern  
Lori McFarlane  
McGill University  
Brian McIntosh  
Bianna McKelvie  
Catherine McKinnon  
Malcolm and Susan McLeod  
Jane McMullan  
Simon McNabb  
Gary McNally  
Ailve McNestry  
Linda J. Menard-Watt  
Merrill Charitable Donations Fund  
Chris Meyer  
Microsoft Canada  
Ronald Mills  
Mississauga West Rotary Club Foundation  
Mohawk Medbuy Corporation  
Peter Money  
Stephen Moore and Natalie Bocking  
Taketo and Tracey Mori  
Suzanne Morris  
Audrey Morrison  
Barbara A. Morton  
Frances C. Moscall  
Roger Moses  
Rebecca Moss  
Margaret Motz  
Mary Mowbray  
Michelle Mullen  
Josh Munro & Rasna Madhur  
Kathleen Murphy  
William Murphy  
Kathleen Mylchreest  
N. American Roof Management Services Ltd
N1234
Neil V. Nauman
Anke and Peter Naus
Anne B. Neill
Gordon and Shirley Nelson
Miriam Newhouse
Jacqueline M. Newton
Phyllis Nickel
Mary Nicol
Kathleen Norman
North West & Ethical Investments
Nuna Group of Companies
Anne Marie O’Brien
William D. Omand
On Stage Dance Studio
Ontario Public Service Employee Union
Teresa Page
Frank Palkovits
Ken Palmer
Bonnie Park
Chris Parker
Wayne and Vina Parker
Patrick E Fuller Foundation
David Patterson
Anne Louise Pearl
Pederson Family Fund
Marilynn R. Peers
Pembina Pipeline Corporation-Matching Gifts
Pascale Pergant
Evelyn Peters
Mary Anne Peters
Michael Peters
Barbara J. Petrie
Karen Phillips
Picton Mahoney Asset Management
Patricia Pigeon
James Piper
Abdul Pirbhai
Robert Platt
Plural Works Inc.
Ayesha Prasad
Sushma Prasada
Doina Precup
Charles Price
Theresa Pupulin
Janet Purchase
Sharon J. Pynn
QuadReal Property Group
Lena Quilty
Ira Quinsey
R & M Lang Foundation
Thomas Raedler
Raschkowan Foundation
Arthur Ray
Eric Ready
Ruth Redelmeier
John Reid
Thomas G. Reive
George H. Renninger
Sherry Richardson
Lynn Ridout
Riggenbach-Courtney Foundation
Laura Ringer
Shelagh Roberts
Lorraine Robertson
Marie Rodway
Ron and Elaine Braun Gifting Fund
Jean Rorke
Liat and David Ross
Michael and Hildy Ross
Joan Rossiter
Gella Rothstein
Ginger Ruddy
Sally Rudolf
Mary and Andre Ruel
Gary Ryan
Peter Ryding
John Rylaarsdam
Ryley Learning
Ralph H. Sabey
Daniel Sandler
Sara and Irwin Tauben Family Foundation
Erich Schaeffer
Naomi Schellenberg
Jack Schoenmakers
Julia Selby
Marguerite Senecal
Samantha Senecal
Jaimini Shah
Mahendra Shah
Lynda Shannon
Paul Sharkey
Sharon D. Zeiler Fund
Joyce Shead
Gina Shochat-Rakoff
Sara Shockley
Ian Shulman
Michael and Colleen Sidford
Iivi Sillaste
Nola I. Simmons
Burton Simpson
John Sinclair
Jeffrey Sisler
Crystal Sissons
Sisters of Instruction of the Child Jesus
Frances Sloan-Sinaas
Small Family Foundation
Russell Smiley
Art Smith
Barbara Smith
Christine Smith
Jordan Smith
Pat Smith
Will Smith
Smit-Vander Zaag Giving Fund
Society of Sacred Heart Canada
Douglas Southam
Robert Spady
Nicolaas Spek
Heather Spence
Andrea J. Spraakman
Elizabeth Spry
Jeanne St-Pierre
Stacey Family Aurora Fund
Joseph Stanford
Rebecca Stanzeleit
Candace Steinhart
Margaret Stemp
Marion I. Stevens
Bryce Stewart and Jane Ogilvie
Kevin Stewart
Victoria Stratton
Kimberly Strong
Carole and Rudolph Gasparelli
Margaret Suddards
Cathleen Sullivan
Wendy Sullivan
Sun Life Financial
Suncor Energy Foundation
Sunday Morning Women’s Group
(Eglinton St. George United Church)
Susan Shantz Gifting Fund
Cheryl Sutherland
Susan L. Sutherland
Tacita Capital Inc
Mary A. Tate
Paul and Gale Taylor
Tom Taylor
Miriam H. Tees
Sergio Tenenbaum
The Buttars Fund for Healing and Justice
The Catholic Women's League of Canada
The Estate of Janice Mary Steinmetz
The Estate of Ruby Louise Quinn
The Karuna Fund
The Law Society of British Columbia
The Mireille and Murray Steinberg Family Foundation
The Nice Pipes Corporation
The RLS Charitable Giving Fund
The Weppler Family Foundation
The William Hale Landry Fund
Isaac Thiessen
Rachel Thiessen
David and Margaret Thomas
S G. Thomas
Michele Thomasse
Christine Thompson
William R. Thorpe
Ed Thrasher
Vasan Thurairajah
Caroline Tiegs
Ellen and Allan Titus
Alan and Cindy Tomchick
Andrew Torry
Laura Tozer
Trace Associates Inc.
Natasha Tusikov and Blayne Haggart
United Cleaning Services Ltd.
United Way of the Alberta Capital Region
United Way of the Lower Mainland
University of St. Michael’s College
Jan Van de Vyvere
Eva van Emden
Teagan Vander Hoek
Catherine Vanner
Gail Vanstone
Becky Verdun
Victoria Newitt Recruitment
James Vogtle
Ian Vollick
Ashley Waggoner-Denton
Clive Waldron
Andy Wang
Dorothy Washburn
Chelsea Watson
Edward and Elizabeth Weber
Susan J. Weedon
Caroline Westra
Jack and Nancy White
Cynthia Whitehead
Bruce D. Whitehouse
Doug Whitton
Lori Whynot
Tannis Wightman
Robert and Audrey Wild
Wildeboer Dellelce LLP
Ute Wilkinson
Bill L. Williams
Mary F. Williamson
Wayne Willis
Wilshire Works Inc
Hugh Wilson and Frances Wilkinson
Karen Wishart
Susan Wismer
Steven Wolfman
Marjorie F. Wood
Scott Woodcock
Stephen Woods
Morgan Woodward
John Woollatt
Peter Wright
Thomas C. Wright
Valerie Wright
Erica Wyncoll and TJ Kerr
Dvoira Yanovsky
Sabrina Yoong
York University
Stephen Young
Sherman L. Zavitz
Jenna Zee
Muriel Zemliak
Bob Zondag
Ghizala Z. Zuberi
Richard and Karen Zurawski
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3COze Inc
Sri Achjadi
James Adderson
George Ade
Ruth Aenishanslin
Carole Ahmad
Hardeep Ajmani
Allison Akgungor
Judith Alarie
Sandra Aldeguer
Terri R. Aldred
Stephanie Aleksiuk
Stephanie Allardyce
Omar Amroussy and Shonagh MacRae
Kirsten Anderson
Margaret Anderson
Marion E. Anderson
Antonio Cogliano Medicine Professional Corporation
Apple Canada
Kara Arbon
Lowell Aronoff
Gordon Arthur
Jill Aspinall
Richard Atlas
Autodesk
Chris Aylott and Mary Newel
Laurel Aziz
Tim Babcock
Irica and Djayne Babiak
Kerry Baisley
Allan Baker
Jim Baker
Paul Baker
Cynthia Ball
Robert Baragar
John Barclay
Alanna Barker
Douglas and Holly Barkman
John Barr
Ginette Barton-Sinkia
Florence M. Barwell
BASF Canada Inc
Shannon Bates
Cheryl Bawtree
Terri-Lynn Baxter
Betty M. Bayer
Bayhill Development Ltd
Robert G. Bean
Elizabeth Beattie
P. Beaudry and Associates Ltd.
Susanne Bechtold
Christine and Stephen Beck
Warren Bell
Bell Canada
Benevity
David Bennetts
Sandra and Robert Berman
Elizabeth J. Bernard
Carole Berry
Ina Berzins
Raymond Beskau
Daniel Bettencourt
Ingrid Betz
Stephanie Beveridge
Warren and Sandra Biggar
Michael and Sherri Billowits
Marsh Birchard
Paul Bishop
Sterling and Janet Bjorndahl
Edna A. Blomqvist
Maggie Blood
Oz Bluy
Loretta and Daniel Bogert-O’Brien
Christine Bold
Soren Bondrup-Nielsen
Frederika Booy-Bos
Barbara J. Borthwick
Caitlin Botkin
Dan Bourgeois
Chris Bowers
Jo Ann Bowle-Evans
Gary Bowron
John Boyle
Laura Bradbury
Chris Bradley
Herbert and Evelyn Bradley
Cori Brewster
Lawrence E. Bridger
Brian Brown
Jennifer Brown
Rob Brown
Roxann Brown
Sharon Brown
Laurence Brunet
Ruth Bryan
Catherine Buchanan
Jean Burch
James Burge
Gerry Burger-Martindale
Kenneth M. Burpee
Robert W. Busch
Christopher Butler
Warwick R. Butt
William Butt
Richard and Janet Byford
Jackson Byrne
Gardener Cady
Dorothy Calbeck
Leigh Cameron
Lisa Cameron
Patricia H. Cameron
Camosun College Faculty Association
Canada Life
Jeffrey Canto-Thaler
Mary Cardillo
G. K. Carey
Mary E. Carey
James Cargin
Carolyn Garlich and Peter Miller
Gift Fund
Chris Carter and Laurie Addis
Natalie Carter
Eleanor Casey
Mary Castel
Marlene and Vincent Castellano
Rosemary Castellarin
Terry Cataford
Marilyn Caughlin
Patrick Cavanagh
Judith Chamberland
Nga Ting Chan
Brian M. Chaytor
R. Gordon Chaytors
Rui Chen
Yuan-Ching Cheng
May and Zee Hua Cheung
Louise Chezzi
Fred and Nancy Chipman
Wendy Chong and Andrew Edgell
Chubb Insurance Company of Canada
Church of the Holy Saviour
Linda R. Ciglen
Cisco Systems Canada Company
Jan Clarson
CMD Boutique Inc
Julia Cochrane
Carol Cohen
Clifford J. Cole
Daphne Cole
Jill Coles
Paul and Elizabeth Coleta
Melvin Collins
Ryan Collins and Jesse Kilroy
Shannon Collins
Sarah E Colquhoun
Connacher Oil and Gas Ltd
Brian Connell
David Connell
Geraldine Connelly
Brent Conrad
James Cookson
Judith Cooper
Leslie Copley
Janet Copp
Melodie Corrigall
Renée Cosgrove
Ian Costanzo
Council of Chairs of Ontario Universities
Richard and Gemma Cousineau
Joan Cowan
Elizabeth Cowper
Marlene Cox
Barbara Craig
Kate Crawford
Jonathan Crawshaw
Cate Creede
Rene Cremonese
Patricia A. Crombie
Michael and Cheryl Crothers
Margaret Cugnet
James Cullen
Andrew Cumming
Bernard J. Cummings
David Cummings
Kelsey Currie
Hunter Curry
Robert Cushman
Andrée Dagenais
Mary Dagenais
Debra Dalton
Sylvan Daniels
Vijay Daniels
Barbara Datlen-Kelly
Mary Beth Davies
Carol Davison
Catherine V. Davison
Andrea Dawber
James and Marjorie Dawson
Joan Dawson
Julia D’Costa
Theodore De Bruyn
Judith de Gaye
Dorothy A. De Lisle
Christie De Ruiter
J. Noreen De Shane
Deloitte
Quinn Demik
Malinda Denbok
Sylvia DeSchiffart
Janie Desjardins
Raymond and Paula Desaloges
Bonnie Devine
Klara DiCiano
Eileen Dobell
Sabera Docrat
Susan and Ian Dohoo
Rosemary Donegan
Pearl Downie
Rita Doyle
Katya Duhamel
Kathleen Duncan
Gretchen Harris
Douglas Harrison
Harrison-Walker Family Foundation
Rick and Margaret Harrop
Bonita Hart
Sarah Hart
Drena L. Harvey
Rhoda Hassmann
Derek Hawsley
Huguette Hayden
Blair Hayhurst-France
Sandra A. Hayward
Marian Hebb and Otto Siebenmann
Anita Hebert
Ingrid Hedin
Steven Heipel
Mary J. Henderson
Marjorie Henery
John R. Hewson
Ruthann Hicks
Lenore Hik
Jim Hildebrandt
Margaret Hill
Megan Hill
Andrew Hingston
Megan M. Hodge
Georg Hoevel
Amanda Hollingworth
Ann Holmes
Lynne Hone
Jo-Anne Honeyborne
Kevin and Margaret Honsberger
Craig Horsman
HSBC Canada Communications
Jingchan Hu
Anita Hubley
Moira Hudgin
Jack and Gloria Hiu-Litster
Carlton Hume
George Hume
Shirley M. Humphries
Scott Huntley
Peter Hurley
Gregory Huyer
Sharilyn J. Ingram
Paul Isaacs and Esther Wagner
Anna Ivanova
Suzanne Jackel
Barbara Jackel
Hendrika Jacobs
Lois Jacobs
Valerie Jacobs
William Jaffray
James Lindfield Fund
Bill and Karen James-Abra
Lucille Jameson
Erin Jamieson
Bruce and Mindy Jamison
John Janiszewski
Mark E. Janssen
Liz Janzen
Erilyn Jaspe
Fabrice Jaubert
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Fatim Jetha
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Bernard Johnpulke
Martine Johnson
Joseph Johnston
Lynn Johnston
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Anneke Jonker
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Anna Kamminga and Hendrik de Zoete
Loretta Kampeas
Sarah Kaplan
Joan Karout
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Pavle Kazinoti
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Janet and Alain Kennedy
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Lynn Kerr
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Woo Kim
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Ken Kobylanski
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Telus Corporation
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Sarah Thayer
The Donkers Holding Limited Fund
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The Executive Justice Canada
The Greaves Foundation
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Janice Thielenhaus
Julie Thiers
Mimmi Thompson
Susan Thompson
Harvey Thomson
Vincent Thorburn
Rosemary Threndyle
James Till
Joan M. Todd
Toronto Foundation
Toyota Canada Inc.
Anna Tran
Samantha Traub
Linda Tremble
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Stephen Trott
Joan Truemner
Sarah Tuck
Marilyn Tudhope
Mary Jane Turcotte
Jay Uhlman
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